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        Political Geography can be defined as the science that studies 

the state and its political phenomenon and analyze them locally. 

Elections as one of these phenomenon, political geography tackled 

it to study and analyze through its contemporary  branch" Elections 

Geography" which developed to attract specialists' intentions since 

second world war.                                                                              

       Studying in the field of electoral geography is not limited to 

study effective geographical factors in elections but the interest in 

the formation of political parties, studying democracy and its 

influence on the state strength or weakness. Political Geography 

does not study the place & geographical location, also studies 

political activities practiced by people of that country and should 

find reasonable geographical explanations for these practices.          

      Elections is one of political activities, woth to study as a 

human activity from political geography view and that activity 

should interpret on reasonable geographical basis. One of the 

important considerations for elections topic and study on the level 

of the region or the province is the appearance of the" location" 

diversities of electoral behavior for province citizens which reflects 

the difference and the change in attitudes and activities of political 

parties and other organized or unorganized groups from one 

electoral cycle to another.                                                                   

      For the importance of Elections topic and the need to find a 

geographical explanation for electoral behavior, the researcher 

chose " Al-Qadisiyah provincial council elections- a study in 

political geography" as subject for his research because electoral 

geography is a new subject  and rarely tackled by academic studies 

in the field of  Arab political geography in general and Iraq in 

particular because the country witnessed a democratic 

process,multiparties which takes wide public participation to 

mount for local government through two electoral cycles,the first 

in 2005 and the second in 2009.The researcher depends on the 

curriculum followed in electoral geography like area method that 

depends on map style which is considered an important way to 

emerge location difference for electoral data and clarify it to be 

studied.The study also depends on location curriculum which 

focuses on the impact of place on electro decision making .The 

study includes four chapters;                                                              

      The first chapter includes theoretical frame and falls into two 

sections, the first tackles study methodology,style,concepts and its 
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terms. The second discusses electoral system, types ,adv antages , 

world electoral systems and parliamentary system in Iraq.The 

second chapter studies location or place organization for Al-

Qadisiyah provincial elections in(2005-2009),this chapter divides 

into two sections, the first is about electoral stations distribution, 

the second is about the criteria used in distributing electoral 

stations.                                                                                               

      The third chapter tackles 2005 elections and the factors that 

affected that process.                                                                           

The fourth chapter studies 2009 elections and the factors that 

affected the process.                                                                            
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